This paper investigates metaphorical euphemisms underlying the categories of RELATIONSHIP and DEATH in three Formosan languages: Kavalan, Paiwan, and Seediq, within the framework of Lakoff and Johnson's Cognitive Metaphor Theory. The term "metaphorical euphemism" is proposed to represent both linguistic and cognitive relations of euphemism and metaphor. A metaphorical euphemism refers to a euphemism that adopts metaphorical mapping of both source and target domains to express the notion of a forbidden domain as a result of conscious choices from pragmatic competence. Given the domains of RELATIONSHIP and DEATH being interconnected socially and culturally, nearuniversal and specific metaphorical euphemisms of the two domains in the three languages are analyzed from the approach of descriptive sociolinguistics. A cross-linguistic comparison of the three Formosan languages with English and Mandarin Chinese is provided and discussed from the perspectives of cognition and culture.
INTRODUCTION.
1 Euphemism permeates languages and coexists with taboo expressions. As long as there are things that are forbidden to be mentioned, euphemism serves to replace those "unpronounceable" in communication. Both taboo and euphemism are linguistic devices equipped in our pragmatic competence (cf. Hymes 1971 , from Palmer 1996 and constrained in social and cultural contexts. The semantic domains for taboo and euphemism are usually overlapping, including bodily functions and effluvia, sexual activity, naming, diseases, the supernatural, and death (cf. Allan and Burridge 1991, 2006) . Euphemism and taboo are also cognitively inhibited, as different languages may vary in terms of how these semantic domains are conceptualized. Therefore, euphemism and taboo are not only two sides of one coin in our pragmatic competence, but also linguistic manifestations of our cognitive system. This paper describes euphemism with conceptual metaphor (Lakoff and Johnson 1980) underlying the categories of RELATIONSHIP and DEATH in three Austronesian languages-Kavalan, Paiwan, and Seediq-which are indigenous languages spoken in Taiwan. Geographically, Kavalan is a plains tribe language spoken on the eastern coast with the village of PatRungan (Hsin-she, Fengping Township) as the main settlement. Paiwan is spoken in the south of Taiwan, in both Pingtung and Taitung counties. Seediq is spoken in the central and eastern parts of Taiwan. The data in the paper are from the Truku dialect. The three languages are all facing extinction to some extent. Based on Blust's (1999) subgrouping of Austronesian languages, Kavalan belongs to the East Formosan branch, Seediq is one of the two main branches of Atayalic (Li 1981) , while Paiwan forms a subgroup on its own. This paper is structured as follows. First, the motivation and justification for selecting the three languages and the two semantic domains-RELATIONSHIP and DEATH-are explained in section 2. Second, the definition of euphemism is discussed from different approaches. Next, based on the definition, the relation between euphemism and conceptual metaphor is explored and the term "metaphorical euphemism" is proposed in order to serve as the basis for further discussions. Having defined "metaphorical euphemism" and distinguished the contextual effects for euphemistic expressions, the data regarding the euphemisms of RELATIONSHIP and DEATH in the three Formosan languages are presented, and this is then followed by a cross-linguistic comparison of the three Formosan languages with English and Mandarin Chinese.
MOTIVATION OF THIS STUDY.
This study is motivated by the following. First, euphemism in Formosan languages has not been systematically investigated yet. Previous works in a similar social context have focused on Chinese languages such as Mandarin (for example , Chang 1998; Zhang, Zhiang, and Yu 1998; Chiu 2000; Lee 2010a ) and Hakka (Chiu 2010) . Most of the works in question are either sociolinguistic studies or studies of the rhetorical aspects of euphemism (for example, Chiu 2010). Second, although the cognitive relation between euphemism and conceptual metaphor has been noticed in the literature (for example, Pfaff, Gibbs, and Johnson 1997; CharterisBlack 2003; Crespo Fernández 2008) , very few have incorporated cognitive aspects into the sociolinguistic study of euphemism. Such an approach has also not been applied to the study of euphemism and taboo in Formosan languages. Therefore, this paper intends to serve as a pilot study of euphemism in Formosan languages, not only from the approach of descriptive sociolinguistics, but also from the perspectives of cognition and culture.
At present, there are fourteen officially recognized indigenous languages in Taiwan. In order to manage the scope of this paper, three languages are selected-Kavalan, Paiwan, and Seediq-as our sample of a cross-linguistic comparison for manifestation and conceptualization of metaphorical euphemism. These three languages are chosen not only because I am more familiar with them than with the others, but also for two other important reasons: first, these three languages are genetically in different subgroups, as mentioned in the last section; and second, their speakers have not been in constant linguistic and cultural contact. It is known that ethnic groups in contact tend to borrow each other's languages and cultures. Choosing languages that are contiguous with each other or have a long history of mutual contact will render the data on euphemism culturally biased. 2 In this paper two semantic domains, RELATIONSHIP and DEATH, are chosen for discussion because these two notions are interconnected emotionally, socially, and culturally. The events revolving around relationship and death tend to play an important part in one's life. Birth establishes one's relationship with others, whereas death terminates one's physical connections with others. A person may go through various kinds of relationship during his or her life, be it sexual, marital, or even extramarital. On the other hand, he or she may also confront several events caused by death that bring changes to his or her relationship with the person who dies.
Given that relationship and death usually represent life-changing events that bring emotional impacts, not only personally, but also socially and culturally, these two semantic domains are considered better choices than other domains for such a study of euphemism. The domains of RELATIONSHIP and DEATH are prominent categories for euphemistic expressions; thus, it is more useful to choose these two domains to explore how metaphorical euphemism reflects cultural conceptualization of the two domains in the three selected languages.
EUPHEMISM

ON THE DEFINITION OF EUPHEMISM.
The term "euphemism" in English is derived from Greek, and is defined in Merriam-Webster's dictionary as "the substitution of an agreeable or inoffensive expression for one that may offend or suggest something unpleasant." However, such a definition may be insufficient to encompass the sociolinguistic functions of euphemism. In this section, I will explore the definition of euphemism from linguistic, pragmatic, and cognitive perspectives.
Linguistically, Allan and Burridge (2006:34) contrast three types of "X-phemisms": dysphemism, orthophemism, and euphemism. In general, dysphemistic expressions are offensive and impolite, whereas orthophemistic and euphemistic ones are not. Therefore, dysphemism is not preferred during social interaction. On the other hand, orthophemism is more formal and direct and carries no connotation. Euphemism is more colloquial and figurative than the corresponding orthophemism. This contrast is exemplified in figure 1 .
The occurrence of nondysphemistic expressions is motivated by politeness, which is linked with time, place, and context. Most social interactions require the participants to behave politely with the purpose of maintaining each others' face.
3 This requirement generates the uses of nondysphemistic expressions. As defined by Allan and Burridge (1991:11) -"a euphemism is used as an alternative to a dispreferred expression, in order to avoid possible loss of face"-these X-phemisms demonstrate the need to maintain proper face in interpersonal interaction.
Compared with orthophemism, which tends to occur in formal and direct situations, euphemism is pragmatically related to casualness and affection, given its nature of being colloquial and figurative. An addresser who chooses to use a euphemism usually bears a positive intention toward the hearer. Therefore, euphemism is defined from a pragmatic perspective as "the process which, within a discursive context, facilitates the rupture of associations which are established between the taboo and its linguistic manifestation by means of a speech act which, as a euphemistic substitute, and within the pragmatic situation, shows the intention of fleeing from the taboo" (Casas Gómez 2009:733) . This adaptation of euphemism in speech originates from the avoidance of losing face: "either one's own face or, through giving offense, that of the audience, or of some third party" (Allan and Burridge 1991:11) .
Since the use of euphemism is part of one's pragmatic competence, that is, knowing how languages are used in certain contexts and social events, this competence is interrelated with one's cognitive processes that categorize the conceptualization of different contextual expressions. Therefore, euphemistic expressions arise from this conceptualization of contextual categorization. They form a linguistic manifestation that aims to substitute for taboo expressions in order to reach pragmatic appropriateness.
In this way, euphemism is viewed as part of pragmatic competence, a cognitive process that guides verbal behaviors in contexts. Following Casas Gómez (2009:738) , I will integrate the definition of euphemism from linguistic, pragmatic, and cognitive aspects, to consider euphemism "as the cognitive process of conceptualization of a forbidden reality, which, manifested in discourse through the use of linguistic mechanisms … enables the speaker, in a certain 'context' or in a specific pragmatic situation, to attenuate…a certain forbidden concept or reality." This process can be visualized in figure 2. The knowledge of "forbidden reality" is linked with the knowledge of one's ethnic culture. Therefore, what is considered as forbidden can vary among cultures. However, there are still some forbidden domains that languages have in common. As Allen and Burridge (1991:8) put it, "there are cultural differences with respect to the use of euphemism and dysphemism, but they are differences in degree rather than differences in kind … essentially these same parameters recur in every culture … to motivate euphemism and dysphemism."
FIGURE 1. CONTRASTING X-PHEMISMS
PRAGMATIC TYPES OF EUPHEMISM.
Based on the definition of euphemism as a cognitive process of conceptualizing forbidden reality, in this section two pragmatic types of euphemism are distinguished (cf. Zhang, Zhiang, and Yu 1998) . The first is called contextual euphemism, which refers to the expressions whose applicability of euphemistic effects depends on the contexts. For example, the sentence He is no longer with us can be interpreted with both literal and nonliteral meanings. The second type is fixed euphemism, which refers to the idiomatic expressions whose main communicative purpose is to substitute for equivalent taboo words. English examples include pass away, meaning 'die', or have my period, meaning 'have my monthly cycle'.
EUPHEMISM AND METAPHOR.
As mentioned in the last section, euphemism is associated with figurative language, which is a form of expression used to convey meanings that diverge from literal meanings. This type of expression is often used in literature for rhetorical purposes. Among the types of tropes, metaphor and metonymy have been studied in cognitive linguistics and considered as conceptual devices reflecting speakers' perceptions toward the outside world. Therefore, in this section the cognitive relationship between euphemism and metaphor is explored to serve as the theoretical basis for the present study.
CONCEPTUAL METAPHOR.
In cognitive linguistic theory regarding metaphor developed since Lakoff and Johnson's (1980) influential work "Metaphor we live by," metaphor is viewed as a conceptual device that establishes cross-domain mappings. 4 The domains are conceptual notions, so that metaphors connecting both source (physical) and target (abstract) domains are conceptual metaphors. It is conventional to use a notation A IS B, such as LIFE IS A JOURNEY, to indicate the metaphorical connection.
In the metaphor LIFE IS A JOURNEY, the source domain is JOURNEY (physical) and the target domain is LIFE (abstract). The device of metaphor compares the concept of LIFE to that of JOURNEY, as certain elements of A JOURNEY correspond to those of LIFE. The conceptual mapping of this correspondence is illustrated as follows (Kövecses 2006:116 This is only one instance of conceptual metaphor. A conceptual metaphor is composed of the following components in order to connect two concepts: (1) source domain; (2) target domain; (3) basis of metaphor; (4) neural structures that correspond to (1) and (2) in the brain; (5) relationships between the source and the target; (6) metaphorical linguistic expressions; (7) mappings; (8) entailments; (9) aspects of source and target; (10) blends; (11) nonlinguistic realizations; and (12) cultural models (Kövecses 2005 (Kövecses :5, 2006 .
Based on these components, Kövecses (2005:8) concludes that metaphor is a linguistic, conceptual, social-cultural, neural, and bodily phenomenon. These components characterize conceptual metaphors, and determine universality and variation of metaphorical linguistic expressions.
METAPHORICAL EUPHEMISM.
Despite euphemisms and metaphors sharing similar characteristics, little attention has been paid to discussing the significance of metaphor as a device for euphemistic expressions. Pointing out such a gap in the literature, Crespo Fernández (2008) considers that conceptual metaphor is a purely euphemistic and dysphemistic device, and analyzes English sex-related euphemisms and dysphemisms within the framework of the Conceptual Metaphor Theory proposed by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) . It is evident that metaphors and euphemisms/dysphemisms are cognitively connected. The former underlie the cognitive structure as a basis for the linguistic expressions of the latter. Therefore, in this paper the term "metaphorical euphemism" is proposed to represent the linguistic and cognitive relation of euphemism and metaphor. A metaphorical euphemism refers to a euphemism that adopts metaphorical mapping of both source and target domains to express the notion of a forbidden domain as a result of conscious choices from pragmatic competence. This definition helps to analyze the metaphor underlying a euphemistic expression, and to explain the conceptual association between source and target domains. This process can be visualized as in figure 3 .
The contextual use of metaphorical euphemism also reflects the social and cultural values of an ethnic group. On the one hand, it is possible that in terms of a certain taboo domain, metaphorical euphemism varies among languages. On the other hand, given that metaphors are grounded in bodily and personal experiences, there is also universality of euphemism in different languages that share similar conceptualization toward a forbidden domain. In this section, I present the collected data related to euphemism of RELATIONSHIP and DEATH in the three Formosan languages from the approach of descriptive sociolinguistics. These descriptions provide a basis for our discussion in section 6 of metaphorical euphemism generated from these data for a crosslinguistic comparison in terms of universality and variation (cf. Kövecses 2005) .
RELATIONSHIP: MARRIAGE AND COURTSHIP.
The concept RELATION-SHIP encompasses the human relationships of premarital, marital, extramarital, and sex-related affairs. These are topics that, if directly expressed, tend to cause embarrassment and awkwardness. Therefore, in many languages these relationships are euphemistically expressed through the use of metaphorical expressions, which are associated with cultural values. 5 5.1.1 Kavalan. In Kavalan, the orthophemism for 'spouse' is napawan, while its euphemism is tisin, which also means 'the other side, the other bank of the river'. Li and Tsuchida (2006:464) provide another translation as 'the other half' when referring to humans.
The concept for 'getting married' or 'becoming husband and wife; fiancé(e)' is expressed morphologically by prefixation, such as si-napawan (take-spouse), qa-Ru-tisin (EPM-INCH-the other half), qa-Ru-napawan (EPM-INCH-spouse), and nan-repaw (samehouse): See the following examples: The data presented in this paper are transcribed by using the orthographic systems of the languages. The phonemic inventory of each language is listed below. The letter in parentheses is used in the orthography to replace its corresponding phonetic symbol. Kavalan: /p, t, k, q, ʔ, β(b), s, z, ʁ(R), m, n, ŋ(ng), ɬ(l), ɾ(r), w, j/ and /i, ə(e), a, u/.
Most of the data in this paper were collected first hand by the author; in other cases, the sources are indicated. I am grateful for the generous help from my consultants. The Kavalan data are from two consultants in PatRungan village (Hualien County). The Paiwan data are from four consultants, two in Pucunug (Pingtung County) and two in Ljaljawran (Taitung County); since there are slight differences in phonetics and linguistic usages between the dialects, the data collected in the former are marked (P) and the latter (L). The Truku Seediq data are from two consultants in Hualien County, one from Tkijig village and the other from Morisaka.
used by the betrayed side in a marriage to refer to their husband's or wife's lovers. For example, B and C are husband and wife (napawan), and B has a lover A outside his/her marriage. Then A is C's kapi or saqa-zusa napawan=ku (ORD-two spouse=1SG.GEN) 'my spouse's second (man/woman)'. However, the home wrecker A cannot refer to C as his/her kapi. This term can only be used by the husband or wife in the marriage. A refers to C euphemistically as his/her qaqa 'elder sibling' in such a context. For example: (5) Unlike kapi, 'lover' in Kavalan is a morphologically formed euphemism: qna-ngil is derived from the nominalizer qna- (Chang and Lee 2002, Li and Tsuchida 2006) and the stative verb ngil 'good', while qna-maRaw-an is derived from the nominalizer qna-and the active verb maRaw 'to look for; to gaze' (Li and Tsuchida 2006) plus the locative suffix -an. A similar example is:
(6) Sim-pa-maRaw-an qaniau.
RECP-CAUS-gaze-LOC
3PL.NOM 'They love each other.' (lit., 'They gaze upon each other.') If a spouse leaves home and runs away with his/her lover, he/she is euphemistically referred to as someone who 'flies away' like a bird. The verb form sa-pakuz in this context can only be used to refer to the spouse, not to the lover. Examples:
(7) Sa-pakuz napawan=ku / *qna-ngil=ku.
have-wing spouse=1SG.GEN / lover=1SG.GEN 'My husband/wife/*lover ran away (with the lover).' (lit., 'My spouse has wings.') (8) Sa-pakuz kwa Runanay ʔnay.
have-wing PTL man that 'That man ran away (with his lover).'
The concept DIVORCE is linked with the verb -Riway '(for two people) to part, to disperse'; hence 'to get a divorce' is pa-sa-Riway or ma-sa-Riway (Li and Tsuchida 2006: 354) .
(9) Pa-sa-Riway=pa=ita.
There seem to be few fixed euphemisms for talking about sex in Kavalan. Most of the time, the expression is orthophemistic as m-zua 'to have sexual intercourse (human beings)' (Li and Tsuchida 2006: 526) . The data collected so far suggest that sex is expressed euphemistically through paraphrasing. The notion is mostly covert.
6. The definition of kapi in Li and Tsuchida (2006:117) as 'second or third wife, concubine' appears to be insufficient, as this term can be used to refer to both sexes.
As the following sentence shows, 'to have a (new) name (nangan)' is collateral after marriage, where sexual consummation is implied. Therefore, sentence (10) suggests that the woman is pregnant, even though they (the couple) have no "name," that is, have not been married. The image of a hen hatching eggs is conceptually mapped to the image of an adult (usually a mother) lowering the upper body to hug her baby, as shown in sentence (11) (data from Li and Tsuchida 2006: 298) . The same effect of the two images is the acquisition of warmth. This effect is extended to the situation of two adults necking and petting, in which sexual activity is implied.
(11) Qubet-ika sunis=su si, mammeq=pa. 'My husband/wife is having an affair.' (lit., 'My spouse has a friend outside.') 7. The difference is dialectal. The former is used more in Pingtung, the latter in Taitung. However, pu-valjaw in Pingtung is dysphemistic, meaning 'to have sex'. Therefore, some speakers in Taitung are somehow influenced by the ideology and tend to avoid using pu-valjaw. 8. Compare the following: Su=t<in>evelj a su=mamanga pi-ta-su=kapang. 2SG.GEN=<PF>mix.up NOM 2SG.GEN=stuff put-OBL-2SG.GEN=bag 'You put your stuff together in your bag. ' As in Kavalan, a runaway partner is likened to a bird that flies away: The verb ʔitjuʔuda (kitjukuda in Ljaljawran) is used to euphemize or conceal the fact of divorce if the speaker does not intend to clarify the given information. The following sentence is ambiguous: it can be interpreted as breaking-up, separation, or divorce.
(18) Na-ʔitjuʔuda=anga a ʔu=ʔina ʔata ʔu=ʔama. In Seediq, 'to have a divorce' is perceived as 'to throw away (someone)' by using the verb m-qada (AF-throw away). This is conceptually similar to that of Kavalan and Paiwan, in that by throwing away a relationship, a couple eventually separates from each other.
(31) Emp-qada Bung-an ka Ubus. In the Atayalic tradition, everyone is subject to the social constraints of Gaya.
12 Seediq is no exception. One of the constraints of Gaya is prohibition of premarital sex, which is considered as a taboo violation. Therefore, if such a thing does happen, it is absolutely necessary for the young couple to inform their parents on both sides, so that certain procedures can be initiated to lessen the damage of the taboo violation. Otherwise, it is believed that misfortune will befall the families. Premarital sex is expressed euphemistically by the verb ramal 'to go first, to prepare'. This conceptual association is only explicable if the sexual event is perceived as a preparatory act for a person to become an adult. Prostitution is euphemistically expressed as 'to look for Lapay', a name used to represent all female prostitutes. 'Lapay' is also used as a pseudoname by a wife to call her husband's lover, regardless of whether she knows her name or not. Similarly, 'Lowking' is a male name used in the corresponding situation. An illegitimate child whose father is unknown is euphemistically referred to as having been brought to the village by wind. The woman used to have no child. She went to get some wind and then she has a child.'
DEATH: DEATH AND FUNERAL.
Death is an inevitable and usually fearful event. Given its fearful nature, death is consequently a typical taboo domain. Every language has lexical items describing death and its related events, which tend to be euphemistically expressed. In this section, the euphemistic expressions in the three languages on death-related concepts (DEATH) are presented, including death itself and funerals.
In the three Formosan languages examined, there is no equivalent lexical item for 'funeral'. The concept of 'funeral' is either semantically extended from a lexical item, or morphologically derived from prefixation and/or reduplication. Moreover, the utterances occurring in a funeral are usually filled with euphemistic expressions.
Kavalan.
In Kavalan, the euphemism for death itself is expressed lexically, replacing the taboo word with another word. The verb ma-patay 'to be dead' is usually avoided when referring to a person's death. Instead the verb q<m>inem 'to pass away' is used. Another euphemism for death is a metonymic expression using the verb q<m>izem 'to close (eyes)', so that death is likened to falling asleep, in which to close the eyes is necessary. A funeral is an occasion for the family to be with their deceased family member for the last time. In Kavalan, though there are no funeral-related words, the euphemisms 15. The noun tisin 'partner, spouse' is considered a more polite word than its synonym napawan 'spouse' in this context. See more details in 5. 'Our brother/sister has passed away.' (lit., 'Our brother/sister has left us.') Death in Paiwan is also considered as 'no longer breathing', as breath is essential to life. This is demonstrated in the greeting among very close friends, as shown in sentence (49), which literally means 'Are you still breathing?'; therefore, to announce that someone just passed away after a failed treatment in hospital, the euphemistic expression is as in sentence (50). Such an expression can also be used with the death of pets. In a Paiwan village, it is customary to broadcast the obituary to all the villagers when a funeral is to be held. The following sentence is an example of those heard in the announcement.
(52) Na-ma-qulip=anga ti Cemedas. 17 (P) PFV-AF-erase=indeed NOM Cemedas 'Cemedas has just passed away.' (lit., 'Cemedas has been erased.') During birth, an unsuccessful labor might bring death to either the mother or the baby or even both. This type of death is euphemistically expressed. For example, a stillborn baby is k<in>a~kulji-an (RED<PFV>~dry-LF) 'a dried thing (L)', as its death is considered due to the lack of amniotic fluid, and the body must be buried under the eaves. A mother and her baby having died of dystocia or difficult labor is described as ma-sa-vavaya~vayan (AF-SA-PL~woman) 'suffer from woman's illness'. See the following examples: In Paiwan, the verb form pu-sau means 'to see off, to leave, to depart'. Its reduplicated form pu-sau~sau is thus used to refer to any farewell occasion, including a funeral. However, whether such a farewell occasion is a funeral or something else depends on the context, as it can also be a sending-off feast for a friend. In some cases it is necessary to disambiguate the nature of the gathering, as shown in sentence (55) below. In a Paiwan village, people know when a family is having a funeral. Therefore, mentioning the family name is enough to indicate the intention of attending the funeral. In (57), the phrase wada da is interpreted as '(He) has already left' before A arrived. This meaning is literal. However, in (58) the same phrase implies that his father has died, as the cause of death, illness, is followed by the conjunction ni.
Also similar to Kavalan, death is associated with eyes. However, in Seediq the verb tkumax 'shut, close' used as a euphemistic expression for death is the same as the one used for 'traps' that fail to catch game. For a literal meaning of 'to close the eyes', the verb qmi is used, and the phrase is not a euphemistic expression for death. In Seediq, if someone is said to have gone to plant yams, the phrase may imply that the person has died. Apart from the literal meaning, the following sentence is also a euphemistic expression for death.
18. In Paiwan, the prefix lja-attaches to proper nouns, kinship terms, and family names, similar to the use of the in English, as in the Smiths (Zeitoun 2009 This sentence is often used to console the remaining family members by telling them that the deceased has gone to plant yams, the main diet of the Seediq people, as a preparation for their future reunion. In the sentence, the noun bunga 'yam' cannot be replaced by another crop if used as a euphemism of death.
Due to conversion to Christianity in most Seediq communities, the reference to God is often heard in the euphemistic expressions for death. See the following examples:
(63) Wada yah-an m-angal thulang da.
be.gone come-LF AF-take leader NEWSIT '(He/she) has been taken by and come to God.' (64) Wada m-usa tuhuy thulang da.
be.gone AF-go together leader NEWSIT '(He/she) has gone to be with God.' (65) Wada m-usa m-t-qita utux baraw da.
be.gone AF-go AF-REFL-see spirit above NEWSIT '(He/she) has gone to see God.'
The verb -tuq 'be broken' is used euphemistically to describe the fact that someone is dying or has just died. Literally, the verb is used to mean that a thread or a rope is broken. This image is extended to the "breaking" of a person's breath, thus implying that the person has just passed away. It is considered as a polite phrase to announce a person's imminent death or just after his/her death, for example:
(66) M-s-tuq (hengak) da. Also related to the breaking of breath referring to death, the existential negative ungat is used. This usage reflects the metaphor PRESENCE IS EXISTENCE, hence the opposite sense that ABSENCE IS NONEXISTENCE (see more discussion in section 6).
(67) Wada ungat rudan da. The orthophemism for 'to have a funeral' in Seediq is em-basi, which also means 'to mourn, to be sad', as shown in sentence (69). An alternative expression is shown in (70), which is linked with the phrase used to show someone's sympathy or condolence for the family members going through their loss. Similar to the other two languages, a funeral is also likened to an event of 'seeing (a person) off, farewell'. In a funeral, the verb suayay is used before the coffin is taken to the cemetery, as shown in the following sentence. 
DISCUSSION: A CROSS-LINGUISTIC COMPARISON.
In this section, I investigate the data from a cognitive point of view within the framework of Cognitive Metaphor Theory (Lakoff and Johnson 1980) . With a cross-linguistic comparison, common and different metaphorical euphemisms from the three languages are discussed in the hope of shedding light on the issue of metaphorical universality and variation as inspired by Kövecses (2005) . Kövecses (2005) proposes that three factors determine universality and variation of metaphors: embodiment (the neural-bodily basis), social-cultural experience (context), and cognitive process (cognitive preferences and styles). Each of the three factors is coherent with metaphors. On the one hand, given the similar neural-bodily basis in human society, potentially universal or near-universal metaphors are possible. On the other hand, differences in social-cultural experiences and cognitive processes can lead to variation in metaphor.
This section is divided into two parts. Section 6.1 discusses the metaphorical euphemism shared by the three Formosan languages, while 6.2 lists the variation exhibited in the data. For comparison, I also draw references from English and Mandarin Chinese, the two languages I am most familiar with.
METAPHORICAL EUPHEMISMS IN COMMON.
In the domain of RELATIONSHIP, the conceptual metaphor A RUNAWAY SPOUSE AS A BIRD is found in both Kavalan and Paiwan. The examples are repeated below for the reader's convenience (other things being equal). In this metaphor, the bird is personified as a spouse, with the instinct of flying away from the person who holds it too dearly. This image schema is also reflected in a cartoon that pictures paper money with a pair of wings, symbolizing the loss of money. That one's spouse flies away like a bird also symbolizes the loss of the relationship. The mapping of A RUNAWAY PARTNER AS A BIRD is shown as follows: This metaphor is reminiscent of the metaphor THE LOVERS AS DOVES in English (Kövecses 1988:31) , though in Kavalan and Paiwan the type of bird is not specified. A more general metaphor to encompass these notions is THE LOVERS AS BIRDS. A similar concept is also reflected in Mandarin Chinese. See the following examples; (75b) is an idiom used to describe a girl who is much protected by her lover. This cross-linguistic comparison shows that these metaphors A RUNAWAY SPOUSE AS A BIRD in Kavalan and Paiwan and THE LOVERS AS BIRDS in English and Mandarin Chinese are conceptually similar, yet the former is categorized at a specific level as it only applies to one's spouse when he or she has run away with someone else.
Marriage in the three Formosan languages is fulfilled by 'taking/having a spouse'. Husbands and wives are supposed to be '(in) the same house' (Kavalan). A person who is married is said to 'have a house' (Seediq). This constitutes the conceptual metaphor A MARRIED COUPLE IS THE CONTENT OF A HOUSE as shown below.
22. The Hanyu Pinyin System is adopted for transcribing the Chinese data in this paper, and the lexical tones are disregarded. 23. It is possible that ai chao 'love nest' in Mandarin Chinese is a calque from English. The concept of DIVORCE is perceived as parting or separation, hence the metaphor DIVORCE IS SEPARATION. Kavalan uses the verb -Riway '(for two people) to part, to separate', whereas Paiwan uses ma-vaday (AF-to.separate) and kitjukuda (ʔitjuʔuda) 'to leave, to separate from'. In Seediq, DIVORCE is expressed by using the verb m-qada (AF-throw away). The linguistic manifestation also reflects the metaphor DIVORCE IS SEPARATION, as to throw away something/someone is eventually to separate oneself from something/someone. (77) 'Ubus is getting a divorce from Yabung.'
In Mandarin Chinese, DIVORCE is expressed as li-hun (lit., leave-marriage) and SEPARATION as fen-ju (lit., part-living). Similarly, in the English-speaking world, 'separation' and 'divorce' are legally different, and the former is usually a prelude to or a trial before the latter. A divorce is intrinsically separation, suggesting that the metaphor DIVORCE IS SEPARATION is potentially universal.
As for the domain of DEATH, it is perceived as departure from life in Paiwan and Seediq, hence the metaphor DEATH IS DEPARTURE (cf. Kövecses 2006) . A similar concept is also found in English and Mandarin Chinese. 'My father died when I was still young.' Kövecses (2006:129) notes that BIRTH IS ARRIVAL and DEATH IS DEPARTURE are specific-level metaphors, which are the instances of higher-level metaphor EVENTS ARE ACTIONS, so that "death is an event and the source domain of departure is an action." This also explains the specific-level metaphor A FUNERAL IS A FAREWELL EVENT found in the three languages, which is also related to DEATH IS DEPARTURE, as an action of departure generally includes a farewell event. In Mandarin Chinese, the English equivalent of 'funeral' zang-li (lit., 'burial-ceremony') has recently tended to be replaced by a more euphemistic compound gaobie-shi 'farewell-ritual'. (79) Philosophically speaking, life is conceptualized as a cycle of a journey, where the end of one journey is the beginning of another. Birth is arrival as to the beginning of this life, and death is departure as to the end of this life. Birth and death never exist without the other. In some cultures, DEATH is metaphorized as the beginning of an afterlife, as depicted in the notion of reincarnation. The mapping of the conceptual metaphor DEATH IS DEPARTURE is shown as follows: (80 A common euphemism for DEATH is related to closing the eyes; hence the metaphor TO DIE IS TO CLOSE EYES. Death is often likened to sleep, when closing the eyes is usually necessary. This metonymic metaphor is conceptually connected with the metaphor DEATH IS DEPARTURE. When we sleep, we are "temporarily" away from this world; when we die, we are "permanently" away from this world. In Paiwan, the verb tjiqezem is used literally, for both temporary and permanent closing of eyes. In Kavalan, the phrase mizem=ti '(the eyes) closed' has gradually developed into a fixed euphemism to indicate DEATH. In Seediq, the metaphorical euphemism is associated with their hunting culture, where the verb tkumax 'shut' used for hunting traps is also applied to eyes. Unlike Paiwan, Seediq makes a lexical distinction between temporary and permanent closing of eyes. The former uses the verb qmi and the latter tkumax, which is thus associated with DEATH.
(81) TO 
VARIATION IN METAPHORICAL EUPHEMISM.
A cross-linguistic comparison shows that differences among metaphorical euphemisms are more frequent than commonalities. That is, there seem to be fewer potentially universal metaphors underlying the euphemistic expressions in the three Formosan languages.
In the domain of RELATIONSHIP, several metaphorical euphemisms are found. The first is RIVALS IN LOVE ARE SIBLINGS. In Kavalan, a lover outside a marriage refers to his or her rival in the marriage as qaqa 'elder sibling'. A similar social context is also seen in historical Chinese society, where a man's wives refer to each other as 'sisters'. A similar instance is found in Karo Batak, an Austronesian language spoken in Indonesia, where lovers address each other as siblings (Kipp 1986) .
Another related metaphor is A HOME WRECKER IS A FRIEND OUTSIDE (THE MARRIAGE) found in Paiwan. This metaphor takes on the meaning of 'friend' as having an ambiguous role, which is literally an outsider to a marriage, but who can also be a home wrecker.
Another metaphor, LOVE AS A MIXTURE in Paiwan, conceptualizes lovers as a mixed whole, echoing the metaphor LOVE AS A UNITY in English (Kövecses 1988) 'a God-made match' (an idiom used to describe a couple as a perfect match)
Sex-related euphemisms tend to be characteristically ambiguous so as to avoid the explicit mentioning of sexual intercourse. Given its intrinsic ambiguity, metaphors for sex-related euphemisms exhibit more variation among the languages. Unlike the metaphors LOVE AS A MIXTURE and LOVE AS A UNITY, variation in sex-related metaphorical euphemisms arises due to differences in cognitive processes.
In Paiwan, the metaphors SEX IS TO BE TOGETHER and SEX IS TO KNOW EACH OTHER'S BODY have been observed. These metaphors reveal the speaker's reserved attitudes toward sex-related topics, as sex is concealed in the language and sexual interpretation is implied. For example, knowing each other's body normally does not have to be associated with sex. However, in Paiwan such a sentence may suggest a sexual relationship under certain circumstances. In Kavalan, we find the metaphor SEX AS WARMTH. The concept of love-making is described euphemistically by projecting the image of a hen hatching her eggs or a mother hugging her baby, as the same verb qubet 'to hatch (eggs); hug by lowering one's body' is used. Both images are connected with providing warmth because of love and sexual affection. In Seediq, several metaphorical euphemisms for expressing sex outside marriage have been collected. As in Paiwan, sexual interpretation is context-dependent. Premarital sex is conceptualized as something that happens 'in advance' but that should not be so; hence the metaphor PREMARITAL SEX IS ONE STEP AHEAD. A conceptually similar phrase is also found in Mandarin Chinese. In both languages, premarital sex is perceived with an analogy of movement without permission. In Mandarin Chinese, the act of 'going on transportation' symbolizes SEXUAL RELATIONSHIP, whereas 'buying a ticket' is GETTING MARRIED. This also accentuates the attitude of considering marriage as the 'approval' of sex. Therefore, a couple should always buy a ticket (that is, get married), before they get on a bus or train (that is, have sex). In the domain of DEATH, two interesting metaphorical euphemisms are observed. The first is seen in Seediq, where DEATH IS TO PLANT YAMS. The conceptual connection is both physical and cultural, as yams are the main diet of the Seediq people. The phrase wada mhuma bunga da 'have gone to plant yams' is interpreted as an expression of condolence, for the deceased is believed to be still alive in another world and preparing the food for the family's future reunion. The second, TO DIE IS TO ERASE THE NAME, is seen in Paiwan. This metaphorical euphemism reflects the notion of DEATH IS LOSS. What is erased is one's name, which is usually considered as one's soul. A name bears a soul. If a name is erased, it implies that the soul also disappears.
CONCLUSION.
This paper is meant to be a pilot study of euphemisms in Formosan languages from both sociolinguistic and cognitive points of view, given that no similar studies have been carried out to date. Three languages were chosen for a cross-linguistic comparison: Kavalan, Seediq, and Paiwan. Two salient semantic domains for euphemistic expressions, RELATIONSHIP and DEATH, are considered interconnected socially and culturally; thus, they are suitable topics for our discussion. The data are analyzed within the framework of Conceptual Metaphor Theory initiated by Lakoff and Johnson (1980) . Following the framework, the term "metaphorical euphemism" is proposed and defined as a euphemism that manifests underlying conceptual metaphors as a conscious choice from pragmatic competence. Based on the data presented in section 5, several metaphorical euphemisms are observed and discussed in section 6 in terms of metaphorical universality and variation, with similar examples drawn from English and Mandarin Chinese.
The metaphorical euphemisms found in the three Formosan languages are summarized in tables 1 and 2, the first for RELATIONSHIP and the second for DEATH. The metaphorical euphemisms in the three languages are specific-level metaphors, which can be categorized within a complex generic-level metaphor. Therefore, in tables 1 and 2, the most shared metaphors are placed higher than the unique metaphors.
Based on our discussion in section 6, table 1 shows that the metaphor DIVORCE IS SEPA-RATION reflects the perception of marriage as a union. Underlying the view of MARRIAGE AS A UNION, DIVORCE is culturally modeled as an event of 'parting', 'separating from', 'leaving', or 'throwing away' a marriage. The logic relation between MARRIAGE and DIVORCE is asymmetric, unlike LIFE and DEATH, which are mutually dependent. A marriage is a prerequisite of a divorce, but not vice versa. That is, a divorce is only one of the possible results of a marriage.
The other marriage-related metaphors-A MARRIED COUPLE IS THE CONTENT OF A HOUSE and A HOME WRECKER IS A FRIEND OUTSIDE (THE MARRIAGE)-reflect the generic-level metaphor MARRIAGE AS A CONTAINER. This CONTAINER image-schema (Lakoff 1990 ) underlies the conceptualization of marriage as having a boundary, in which a married couple is the interior and a home wrecker is the exterior. A RUNAWAY SPOUSE IS A BIRD is categorized as an instance of the generic level metaphor LOVERS AS BIRDS, which also includes the specific level metaphor LOVERS AS DOVES found in English. Similarly, the metaphor RIVALS IN LOVE ARE SIBLINGS echoes the generic-level metaphor LOVERS AS SIBLINGS found in several cultures. Paiwan envisages LOVERS AS A MIXTURE, revealing the underlying notion of LOVE IS A UNITY (Kövecses 1988) .
Sex, on the other hand, is associated with affection and actions. Affection is linked with warmth. Warmth is essential for our body to function normally. Therefore, sex is associated with body-related actions that can be carried out with warmth. The metaphors SEX AS BODILY WARMTH, SEX IS TO BE TOGETHER, SEX IS TO KNOW EACH OTHER'S BODY, and PREMARITAL SEX IS ONE STEP AHEAD are categorized within the metaphor SEX IS A BODY-RELATED ACTION. They reveal how the social attitudes toward the domain of SEX are shared by different cultures, as similar metaphorical euphemisms can be found in other languages.
The metaphorical euphemisms of DEATH listed in table 2 are conceptually linked with each other. The specific-level metaphors reflect people's attempts to come to terms with DEATH. The metaphor TO DIE IS TO CLOSE EYES suggests the conceptualization of DEATH as SLEEP. The perceptual association of DEATH and SLEEP is grounded in our embodied experiences, and thus the concept of SLEEP naturally becomes the source domain of DEATH for euphemistic purposes.
Encompassed within the concept of LIFE IS A JOURNEY, DEATH is perceived as DEPARTURE, and thus FUNERALS ARE FAREWELL EVENTS. A special perception is found in Seediq, where death is euphemized as embarking on a journey of going to plant yams.
Because breath is essential to life, death is deprived of this essence. Several metaphorical euphemisms of death are related to being void of breath. Similarly, because life is existence and thus presence, death is the opposite. Some languages use the existential negative to euphemize death. An intriguing example is found in Paiwan, where death is likened to the erasure of one's name. This association reflects the attitude in the Paiwan culture that considers one's name as an important symbol, and name-offering is an important event.
Although the data from the three Formosan languages presented in this paper are not meant to be exhaustive, they are sufficient for us to obtain a glimpse of the euphemisms related to RELATIONSHIP and DEATH, as well as the conceptual metaphors underlying the TO DIE IS TO ERASE THE NAME Paiwan two categories. Given that this paper intends to "throw a minnow to catch a whale," it remains to be seen whether similar metaphorical euphemisms of tabooed domains are found in other Formosan languages.
